Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) can present with a wide range of symptoms, ranging from a mild clinical syndrome to more severe forms that may need hospitalization and even admission to the intensive care unit (ICU). In individuals over 65 years of age, it is one of the major causes of death and the greatest cause of death from infectious disease. 1 The fact that it continues to be a problem is shown by a recent study that reports an increase of up to 8.8% in hospitalizations in recent years, and increased rates of infection caused by enterobacteriaceae. 2 Since the appearance of influenza A and the routine use of molecular detection techniques, more and more evidence is emerging on the role of viruses as etiological and/or concomitant agents in CAP. In general, influenza A virus and respiratory syncytial virus are still the most common, but the highly fatal coronavirus outbreaks in recent years and the zoonosis of the influenza virus suggest that we should be on the alert for these new emerging pathogens. 3 Viral pneumonias have led to other complications such as obesity and pregnancy being added to the list of comorbidities included in risk scales as factors for severity in this type of pneumonia.
Risk evaluation has always focused on predicting in-hospital mortality. However, evidence suggests an increase in mortality at 30 days and even up to 5 years after CAP, mainly due to heart diseases. Readmission after CAP was also required in up to 18% of cases, either for the same pneumonia or for extrapulmonary (primarily cardiovascular) complications, 4 and reincorporation into activities of daily living was also delayed, particularly in elderly patients. Prognostic scales, then, should perhaps not be limited to evaluating short-term or in-hospital mortality, but instead should be designed to predict other variables that are important in the survival and quality of life of CAP patients.
These scales, moreover, cannot accurately predict the severity of the CAP, or the most appropriate setting for treatment. The most widely used scales, such as the PSI and the CURB-65 or CRB-65, are not useful for determining admission to the ICU, and other evaluations, including systolic blood pressure, multilobar infiltrates, E-mail address: Ialfageme@separ.es albumin, respiratory rate, tachycardia, confusion, oxygen, and pH (SMARTCOP) seem to be more useful for identifying patients who will need respiratory or hemodynamic support. Along the same lines, it would be relatively easy to add comorbidities and oxygen saturation to the previously used scales CURB-65 (DS-CURB-65). 5 In conventional scales, age is one of the most weighted variables, and this can distort the score: one way to correct this in subjects over 76 years of age may be to incorporate SOAR (oxygen saturation, age and respiratory rate). This approach has shown greater sensitivity for predicting mortality than the CRB-65, but its specificity is low. In recent years, the possibility of using biomarkers as predictors for mortality has been explored; procalcitonin (PCT) has been one of the most widely studied markers, with a low PCT on admission being associated with low mortality, irrespective of PSI or CRB-65. A great many others, such as PaCO 2 , platelet count, and proadrenomedullin, have also been studied.
Comorbidities are known to impact the course and prognosis of CAP, and the list is regularly reviewed. Although COPD is not included in the most common scales, 6 it plays an undeniably important role, since it can not only determine the course of the disease (indeed COPD patients have higher PSI scores, higher admission rates, and higher 30 and 90-day mortality 7 ), but can also induce an etiology involving difficult-to-treat bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa pneumonia.
In addition to the impact of comorbidities on the initial evaluation of CAP, the close relationship between cardiovascular complications and pneumonia during the acute phase and in the months following recovery must be taken into account. The inclusion of heart function biomarkers seems to improve the reliability of standard prognostic scales. However, some cardiac events, such as arrhythmias, myocardial infarction, previous decompensated heart failure or cardiac arrest, both in the short and long term, 8 might justify the inclusion of new monitoring techniques during CAP, such as heart monitoring or measures for the prevention of cardiovascular diseases.
With regard to treatment, it is clear that early administration of the shortest possible course of antibiotic therapy is essential. controversial, although adding macrolides in severe pneumonia has clearly shown a reduction in mortality. 9 This lack of a clear recommendation is further confounded by the potential risk of undesirable cardiovascular effects.
Despite important publications showing the potential benefit of the addition of corticosteroids in reducing the time needed to achieve clinical stability and in preventing antibiotic failure, 2 metaanalyses have found that the addition of corticosteroids to CAP treatment does not reduce mortality in the general population. However, the addition of macrolides does shorten hospital stay and time to clinical stability, and even prevents acute respiratory distress syndrome. 10 The latest SEPAR guidelines on CAP were published over 6 years ago. Evidence suggests that some aspects of our management of CAP should be modified, so perhaps it is time for an update.
